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Abstract 

The Hague University in Delft uses an advanced climate control system. However the system is not always                 
working as intended. The building manager has to make an educated guess by combining sensor data in order                  
to determine which sensor is defective, or not. In this paper, four methods to analyse and represent real-time                  
sensor data are described. The four methods are: ‘Rule Based System’, ‘Bayesian Belief Network’, ‘Long Short                
Term Memory’, and ‘Clustering method’. First there is a necessity to know which anomalies are currently                
taking place at The Hague University in Delft. After that, a method to find these, and other anomalies is needed.                    
Finally, the found anomalies have to be reported. The results show that the methods Deep Learning and                 
Clustering seem preferable. However there is a need for a universal validation to make this statement definitive. 
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1. Introduction  
Heating Ventilation and air conditioning systems      
(‘HVAC-systems’) are data driven ventilation     
systems. Through the years, new techniques have       
been developed to utilize this data in order to         
improve comfort and energy-efficiency within     
indoor climates. An example of these techniques is        
anomaly detection in indoor climate systems. To       
make anomaly detection more adoptable, this paper       
will make a comparison of Rule Based Systems        
('RBS'), Bayesian Belief Networks ('BBN'),     
Clustering method and ‘Long Short Memory’      
(LSTM) networks. They will be compared on how        
well they detect anomalies within a given dataset.        
The dataset that is analyzed, originates from a        
range of sensors e.g.: CO2, temperature, occupancy       
('PIR'), light, ventilation rate and ventilation valve       
position. The dataset has been gathered from The        
Hague University of Applied Sciences in Delft.       
Using data from the past seven years we can         
analyze how these different methods operate.      
Comparing these results will generate a preferred       
method for ‘HVAC-systems’. 
 

2. Expert System 
In previous researches a ‘RBS’ has been build to         1

analyze the available data from the climate system        
of The Hague University of Applied Sciences in        

1 Foutdetectie van sensoren in het klimaatregelsysteem; Vuuren 
B. van, Kortekaas C. (HHS, faculty ITD, research minor)  

Delft (Kortekaas & Vuuren; 2016). The      
application, build for this ‘RBS’, is ‘SAW’ (Sensor        
Application Wrapper) . By composing rules for a       2

situation in a room, the data can be analyzed in          
order to find whether the system is performing        
within its boundaries. One of those ’rules’ is shown         
in the table below (the situation shown is ‘normal’): 
 

 
 
This could be a defect, for instance a malfunction         
of a sensor, or there could be a different cause, for           
example an over-occupied room.  
 
For this research on 'RBS' the following tasks were         
performed: 

● Analyse and visualize the previously     
obtained results 

● Creating a new web-application to     
improve accessibility. 

 
 
 
 

2 Eindverslag: Sensor Application Wrapper; Ast T. van, Scholte 
J., Wazir F. (HHS, faculty ITD, research minor) 
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2.1 Process  
Earlier research delivered results of the analysis       3

belonging to data from January 2012 until the end         
of June 2016. These results have been used to get a           
better view of the current anomalies in the climate         
system.  
Because the SAW application can only be used        
locally with access to the production database, the        
accessibility of the application is low. To improve        
the current workflow, the SAW application has       
been translated to a new web-application. This       
environment contains two separate applications.     
The user-side consists of a web-interface written in        
Angular, Typescript, HTML, and SASS, while data       
processing and analyzing is being done at the        
backend-application, this is written in C#. The       
backend application is an improved copy of the        
SAW application.  
 

3. Bayesian Belief Networks 
'BBN' is foremost used in the medical world        
(Deborah, A; 2006). That is why the building is         
often compared with a person by the lectorate        
‘Lectoraat Energie en de Gebouwde Omgeving’      
(‘LEGO’); when he/she is sick, he/she has a        
number of symptoms and by combining them       
together there is a chance of a disease. This is also           
applicable on a building; examples of symptoms       
are: a high CO2, high temperature or low airflow         
value. A defective airflow -, CO2 sensor or        
over-occupancy are examples of results/diseases.     
By combining the active symptoms and using the        
theorem of Bayes, the conditional chance of an        
occurring result can be calculated. By using a        
chance instead of using a definitive result, multiple        
possible results can be taken into account. 
In this research 'BBN' is used performing the        
following tasks: 

● Adjusting an C++ application (Wazir, F.;      
2017), named ‘smileApp’, so it can use       
the given 'BBN' model from the lectorate. 

● Making a predicting model, which uses a       
form of supervised learning, in Python. 

 
3.1. Analyzing with an application 

Before the ‘SmileApp’ can be used to evaluate the         
given 'BBN' model, the features of the application        
must be altered. The implemented changes are:       
accept multiple delimiters, include last data line in        

3 Eindverslag: Sensor Application Wrapper; Ast T. van, Scholte 
J., Wazir F. (HHS, faculty ITD, research minor) 

analysis, and incorporate the use of the older        
database (data until April 2016). 
 
To assess the given 'BBN' model, data from room         
2.008 was used where it is known that the ‘PIR’          
sensor was defect (Schagen, Taal, Itard; 2016). The        
figure below visualises this, the airflow is plotted        
together with the CO2 value against time (12 April         
2015 until 7 June 2015).  
 

 
Figure 1, Graph of data from broken ‘PIR’ sensor 
 

Until 20 April the ventilation was on average 80         
m3/h and CO2 levels are around 800 – 1000 ppm.          
In the next period the ventilation is low (15 m3/h)          
and the CO2 levels are high (above 1500 ppm). The          
lights were off in that period, but that is not unusual           
for a room with a window to the South side of the            
building (Schagen, Taal, Itard; 2016). 
Data from 28 April 2015 6:00 up to and including 1           
June 2015 23:00 was analyzed via the ‘smileApp’.        
The airflow -, CO2 -, and 'PIR' sensor data were          
retrieved from the old database. If the 'BBN' model         
is correctly configured it should predict a low        
probability of “PIR”, meaning that the sensor is        
probably defect. 
 

3.2. 'BBN' in Python 
The principles of Bayes theorem were used in        
another approach to build a ‘BBN’ model in        
Python. As mentioned before, the purpose of the        
model is predicting the onset of sensor faults. The         
model algorithm is a method that uses the        
probabilities of each attribute belonging to each       
sensor to make a diagnosis and prediction. To make         
a prediction, the conditional probability of each       
sensor needs to be multiplied at a certain time and          
return the state with the highest probability. In        
other words, is the model predicting a working        
sensor or has it a higher chance of a broken sensor? 
 
First the data of each sensor was summarized. This         
is done by calculating the mean and standard        
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deviation of each sensor. The mean is the tendency         
of the data and will be used to calculate         
probabilities. The standard deviation is used when       
calculating probabilities of future values. In this       
experiment data of nine sensors is used over a         
period of one year. 
 
The model uses a function to estimate the        
probability of a given value, given the known mean         
and standard deviation. Given the summary per       
sensor, the conditional probability of a value can be         
calculated. For example CO2 usually varies      
between 400 and 1000 ppm, a value of 0 or 1500           
ppm would result in a higher chance of a defective          
sensor. High probabilities of broken sensors should       
have a high accuracy.  
Unfortunately the model has yet to be validated on         
predictions and their accuracy.  
 

4. Deep Learning  
Out of the four chosen methods, ‘Deep Learning’        
was chosen to further answer the research question        
of Laure Itard, the lector of LEGO. The research         
question is stated thus: ‘Is it possible to develop a          
fool-proof system that is comprehensible for      
non-experts and able to detect anomalies?’(Itard L.,       
2018) The definition of ‘non-expert’ within this       
question is as follows: ‘An individual that does not         
have the same knowledge as someone with       
professional experience in the field of indoor       
climate maintenance’ (Aelen, 2016). 
Deep Learning is a type of Machine Learning         
which is inspired by the human brain (Goodfellow,        
Bengio, & Courville; 2016, p. 1). The network can         
determine what the default sensor values would be        
in normal conditions. When enough knowledge is       
gathered to define normal behavior and sensor       
values, this model can be used as a baseline. Every          
value that has a large differentiation from this        
baseline can be classified as an anomaly. 
Certain tasks have been executed in order to further         
this stated research; these are:  

● Research to find out which neural network       
is suitable for solving the research goal. 

● The development of a neural network that       
is able to detect anomalies within a       
time-series dataset. 

 
The goal of the research is to find a neural network           
that supports unsupervised data, this made the       
scope of neural networks smaller. The neural       

networks that were researched were; Autoencoder      
(AE), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), and Long       
Short Term Memory (LSTM). The problem with       
Autoencoder was that it wasn’t suited for       
time-series. Then the RNN was researched,      
however the RNN has a so-called ‘Vanishing       
Gradient Problem’ (Hochreiter, 1997). This means      
that past data have less influences on the neural         
network, which makes the past data eventually       
insignificant, also every iteration will increase the       
time to train the neural network. The LSTM doesn't         
have the Vanishing Gradient Problem because it       
uses a Memory Cell, which stores data from        
previous timestamps. 
 

5. Clustering method 
Clustering is a method which is generally used to         
group research objects together based on recorded       
characteristics. These characteristics are dependant     
on the variable being observed. This technique can        
be used to gain insights as to how well the system           
functions regarding comfort, based on     
characteristics from the data. Within the stated       
research a massive amount of data has been made         
available. However, not much is known about the        
semantics of the stated data. In order to solve this,          
literary research has been conducted. 
This research showed that the usage of factor        
analysis can be a very useful technique in order to          
reduce the amount of variables. This makes it        
possible to analyse multiple, even all available,       
variables at the same time (Ramawadh S., 2017). 
In order to achieve this, the given data firstly needs          
to be transformed by the means of a Min-Max         
normalisation, thus eliminating scalar differences.     
Secondly the n amount of components needs to be         
determined. There are a number of different ways        
to determine this amount (Ramawadh S., 2017),       
whereof the ‘scree plot’ was used during this        
research. The n amount of components is the        
argument for the factor analysis function,      
belonging to Python’s ‘sklearn’ package, which      
delivers an (a x n) sized matrix. The used data,          
sized (m x a), is then multiplied with the given          
matrix in order to get the respective factor values of          
every data entry. This results in an (m x n) sized           
dataframe with m amount of data entries, each        
transformed into n amount of components. 
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6. Results 
6.1. RBS 

RBS was researched with the purpose to validate        
our results. However, due to difficulties in the        
SAW application there was decided to check the        
results by hand (figure 2) and visualize some of the          
found anomalies(figure 3 and 4). 

 
Figure 2, some of the results checked by hand 

 

 
Figure 3, some of the found anomalies 

 
Figure 4, graph showing CO2 vs Airflow 

 
During the period between January 1st 2012 till        
June the 23rd 2016, anomalies where detected in 66         
of the 119 rooms. In 64 of these cases the CO2           
sensor was probably broken. Because of the trouble        
with the SAW application it was decided to write a          
new application to analyse the available data       
(figure 5).  

  
Figure 5, mockups for web-application 

 
The application was written in Angular and a        
Backend application for the analysis in C#.       
Unfortunately, due to a lack of time, the back-end         
of the application is still under development.  
 

6.2. BBN 
The outcome for 'BBN' in combination with the        
‘smileApp’ is disappointing. The analyzed room is       
2.008 and the time frame is from April 4th 2015 up           
to and including June the 6th 2015.  
The application predicted a broken damper with a        
mean probability of 66% over thirteen      
measurements. The prognosis of a defective 'PIR'       
sensor, however, has a mean probability of 0% over         
the thirteen measurements. The result does not       
match the expectation, thus the ‘BBN’ model has to         
be revised before it can be used to analyze data. 
 
For ‘BBN’ in Python, the lack of validated training         
and test data sets causes the model cannot be         
validated. Furthermore, the accuracy of the      
predictions, train and test, needs to be calculated.        
The current set is trained on one room, so the          
model has to be trained and tested on a different set           
of rooms. Besides, the model has to be trained and          
validated on a multiclass prediction. 
 

6.3. Deep Learning 
In figure 6, a LSTM was used to predict a time           
series of three weeks; a normal school week,        
followed by a week of holiday and another school         
week. As shown, the LSTM makes a fairly good         
prediction. However, there are still some      
particularities in this graph. For example, during       
the first monday of the holiday the LSTM predicts         
a new school day because of a limited        
window-size. To solve that problem, the      
window-size is increased to a week instead of 24         
hours. Further optimization can be done by tuning        
the hyperparameters of the LSTM network. The       
LSTM-model can be used as a baseline. Whenever        
the real value deviates to much from this baseline,         
an anomaly is detected. 
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Figure 6, Prediction of LSTM model 

 
6.4 Clustering method 

In order to validate the applicability of       
transforming data by means of Factor analysis to        
find clusters, a dataset in which a known defective         
presence sensor has been analysed. The sensor was        
defect during the time between April 20th and the         
1st of June. This period was found by transforming         
a year of data, including the searched period, into         
five distinctive “factors”. The found factors were       
then analysed and grouped into clusters by means        
of the cluster recognition method known as       
“HDBscan”. Multiple cluster recognition methods     
were reviewed whereof the “HDBscan” was the       
best method to apply. This is concluded because it         
does not include every analysed data-point it       
receives, so it does not add random data-points to         
existing clusters. In figure 7, a ‘scatterplot’ is        
displayed between two of the five factors which        
resulted in four found clusters, which have been        
given distinctive colored, and a bunch of points that         
do not belong to any cluster, given a black color.          
The blue cluster in this figure is the period in which           
the presence sensor was defect. This gives proof        
that transforming and clustering a reasonably sized       
dataset can be used to detect defective sensors. 

 
Figure 7, Scatterplot of two factors 
 
 
 
 

7. Discussion 
The results of the research into the expansion and         
improvement of the ‘RBS’ quickly showed that the        
user-system ‘SAW’ (Sensor Application Wrapper)     
does not meet the requirements. The reason is        
existing ‘bugs’ within the system. The biggest       
disadvantage of this is that the ‘RBS’ can not be          
validated. Although it is currently the best method        
to benchmark other methods with, that does not        
mean a better method does not exist. Because of         
this, an attempt has been made to detect the         
anomalies manually. The attempt was unsuccessful.      
Therefore, validity has not been achieved. 
 
For future follow-up research, it is highly advised,        
to have sufficient knowledge of ‘BBN’ as well as         
‘Deep Learning’ to be able to fine-tune used        
methods. It is also advised to develop a        
web-application, together with the ‘RBS’ and in       
combination with an ‘Backend’ application for      
LSTM-models and ‘BBN’. Furthermore, it is of       
utmost importance that a validation method, that is        
applicable for all detection methods, is found or        
developed. With such a validation method,      
detection methods can be validated and      
benchmarked. 
 

8. Conclusion 
This research explored different ways The Hague       
University of applied sciences in Delft could use        
sensordata to automatically analyse and visualize      
the data, in order to find real time anomalies and          
report them. 
The results conclude that the ‘Clustering method’       
and ‘Deep Learning’ both displayed useful results,       
whereas the given ‘BBN’ model needed to be        
revised to produce similar results. Finally was       
shown that transforming and clustering the data       
may also be a good way to detect anomalies. 
The first subquestion was what specific anomalies       
were happening. Out of the data and models that         
were used, the only outcome we found was ‘CO2          
sensor is probably broken’. Through training and       
expanding the models more anomalies would have       
been known. 
By operating the cluster analyses, two known       
anomalies have been detected, this showcases the       
validation and usability of the clustering method.       
The second subquestion; ‘In which way can       
sensordata be used to find anomalies’. To answer        
this question four methods have been researched,       
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these are: ‘RBS’, 'BBN', Deep Learning and cluster        
analyses. Whereby every method can be used to        
find anomalies. 
For the third and last subquestion which states: ‘In         
what way can the found anomalies be reported’. In         
the research it is shown that a web-application has         
all the functionality to answer this question. 
The main question of the research is: How can The          
Hague University in Delft use it’s sensordata to        
automatically analyse and visualize the data, to find        
real time anomalies and report them.This question       
can be solved by using a web-application to show         
the data, which uses a LSTM method with a         
clustering function to find the anomalies. This is        
because the LSTM and clustering method are the        
only two methods that can automatically analyse       
the data without a expert.  
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